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To all, uhon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CLAY B. ATKIN, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Knox 
ville, in the county of Knox and State of Ten 
messee, have invented and produced a new 
and original Design for a Mantel, of which the 
following is a specification, reference being 
had to the accompanying drawing, which rep 
resents a face view of a mantel, showing my 
new design. 
The base or lower portion A of the mantel 

is characterized by a horizontal projecting top 
portion or shelf a, having an ovolo molding 
and beaded fillet, below which is a horizontal 
panel b, provided with a central horizontal 
floral ornamentation consisting of a floral 
harp-shaped central figure c and two diver 
gent lateral floral portions d, which are hook 
shaped. Laterally from the curved ends of 

20 parts d are representations e of the fleur-de 
The sides or panels fare plain. lis. 

| The back piece or upper portion B of the 
mantel is characterized by a top panelg, hav 
ing an upwardly-convex central portion h, 
provided with a partly floral and partly ara 
besque ornamentation i, while a similar orna 
mentation f is arranged at the rounded cor 
ners of the panel. The horizontal projection 
or shelf k below the panel g is provided with 
a beaded fillet and an ovolo molding. Below 
the shelf k is a rectangular panel flanked lat 
erally by vertical ornamental or floral figures 
lin relief. On the sides of such panel are two 
vertical ornamental columns m, extending be 
tween the shelves a, and c. 
What I claim is 
The design for a mantel substantially as 

shown and described. 
CLAY B. ATKIN. 

Witnesses: 
JAMES M. BRANDT, 
CLIFFORD H. KUNZE. 
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